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The French government set up a national safeguards system under the authority of the
Ministry for Industry to control nuclear materials within national boundaries and to ensure
physical protection for nuclear materials, even for the small quantities held by users in
industrial, medical and research areas.

The main nuclear materials detained by small owners are depleted uranium and thorium.
These materials are present in manufactured equipments (radiation shielding in industrial
gammagraphy and radiotherapy, collimation devices and other accessories) which are used or
unused, which may be damaged or left as scraps.

The French protection and control system of nuclear materials is an original system based on
detailed and comprehensive regulations, taking into account in a specific way the small users
of nuclear materials.

The decree n°81-512 of 12 May 1981 establishes three different regimes: licensing,
declaration and exemption, according to the nature and quantity of nuclear materials involved.
Typically, the declaration regime applies to quantities of depleted uranium or thorium, greater
than 1 kg and lower than 500 kg.

The Order of 14 March 1984 sets the requirements related to the control and physical
protection of nuclear materials in the frame of the declaration regime.
A declaration must be established every year by the operator and sent to the IPSN, acting as
technical support body of the national authority. This declaration provides the stock of all
nuclear materials held by the operator and stock variations occurred during the previous year,
including the identification of senders and receivers. Before fulfilling its annual declaratiion,
the operator must carry out a physical inventory of all nuclear material, both used and unused.
The declaration also describes the main features concerning facility layout related to
surveillance and physical protection of materials.

With respect to physical protection requirements, nuclear materials should be kept under Lock
and key, and keys should be accessible to authorized personnel only. Alarm and gardiennage
are not mandatory, but in some special cases, an alarm system has been required by the
authority.

It should be noted that these requirements are very often the same than those set by national
authorities dealing with sealed radioactive sources. In the case of operators using gamma
radiography devices, several regulations regarding licensing of sealed radioactive sources
users, radiation protection of public and workers, and environmental protection, require
physical protection measures in order to prevent theft of radioactive sources and to ensure
their protection against fire or other damages. Usually, the arrangements made by the operator
for the protection of devices containing both a radioactive source and. nuclear material comply
with the requirements related to physical protection of depleted uranium.
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This is not the case for empty devices whose radioactive source has been removed and for the
accessories such as directional and panoramic collimators, transfer casks, trimmers, which
contain DU and are not submitted to other regulations. Declarants are rended sensitive to that
point in order they ensure the same level of physical protection to all devices containing DU,
both used, useless or damaged.

As an example, gammagraphy operators should not store and leave without surveillance these
type of accessories inside vehicles, as the risk of theft is significant.

In the medical field, trimmers may have been removed from the radiotherapy unit, and very
often, shaping block made of DU, delivered with the unit, are not used by the medical
personnel, because of their radioactivity. These items, containing a few kilograms of DU,
have to be inventoried by the operators, labelled and kept under lock and key.

When possible, operators are invited to return unused and damaged equipment to the
manufacturer.

In order to implement the declaration regime requirements, IPSN gathers all the declaration
forms fulfilled by declarants. It allows to identify lacks of consistency in the stocks
inventoried and declared by operators.

Implementation is also ensured by on-site inspections, carried out by sworn and accredited
inspectors under the authority of the Ministry for Industry. Checks are carried out notably on
the compliance of the physical protection arrangements made by the operator and on the
exhaustiveness of physical inventories of nuclear materials. In this way, every year, tens of
items and tens of kilograms of nuclear material (mainly depleted uranium) are put back into a
controlled environment.

Even if the nuclear materials held by declarants are of low sensitivity as far as proliferation is
concerned, a total absence of regulations on the low quantities concerned might lead to an
increased attractiveness for unauthorized uses. The declaration regime is a balanced approach
between exemption and licensing. Moreover, good practices in terms of control and physical
protection of nuclear materials held by declarants reduces the occurrence of incidents related
to losses or thefts of equipment or products containing nuclear materials.
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